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Narrow optical linewidths and spin pumping on charge-tunable close-to-surface self-assembled
quantum dots in an ultrathin diode
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We demonstrate full charge control, narrow optical linewidths, and optical spin pumping on single selfassembled InGaAs quantum dots embedded in a 162.5-nm-thin diode structure. The quantum dots are just 88 nm
from the top GaAs surface. We design and realize a p-i-n-i-n diode that allows single-electron charging of the
quantum dots at close-to-zero applied bias. In operation, the current flow through the device is extremely small
resulting in low noise. In resonance fluorescence, we measure optical linewidths below 2 μeV, just a factor of
2 above the transform limit. Clear optical spin pumping is observed in a magnetic field of 0.5 T in the Faraday
geometry. We present this design as ideal for securing the advantages of self-assembled quantum dots—highly
coherent single-photon generation, ultrafast optical spin manipulation—in the thin diodes required in quantum
nanophotonics and nanophononics applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Single self-assembled quantum dots are a source of high
quality single photons; they are also hosts for single spins
[1–7]. Their large optical dipole moment enables fast initialization, manipulation, and readout of spin states all by
optical means [2,6,8–10]. In the best case, transform-limited
single-photon emission from single quantum dots has been
demonstrated [11]. These properties are extremely sensitive
to the quantum dot environment. The electrical environment
can be controlled by embedding the quantum dots in diode
heterostructures. This locks the Fermi energy and provides
electrical control of the quantum dot charge state. Some of the
best performances have been achieved in heterostructures that
are ∼500 nm thick with the quantum dot positioned ∼300 nm
from the GaAs-air interface [11,12].
The solid-state character of these emitters allows their
optical [13] and mechanical [14,15] properties to be engineered by nanostructuring. For instance, embedding emitters
in a membrane leads to the suppression of out-of-plane
radiation modes through total internal reflection; control of
the in-plane modes can be achieved via lateral patterning of
the membrane. Cavities and waveguides can be engineered
by creating defects in a photonic crystal band-gap structure.
Single photons can be routed on a chip, and controlled
by single two-level systems [16]. Likewise, engineering the
mechanical properties can create phononic structures with
the aim of controlling the quantum-dot–phonon interaction
[14,15]. In all these applications, the basic building block is
a thin GaAs membrane. It is crucial that the quantum dots in
these thin structures exhibit the same excellent properties of
quantum dots in bulklike structures. This has not been achieved
so far.
Typical photonic crystal membranes, in the wavelength
regime relevant for InGaAs quantum dots, range in total
thickness from 120 to 200 nm [17,18]. Early demonstrations
of charge control on quantum dots in photonic crystals used
2469-9950/2017/96(16)/165440(10)

thin p-i-n diode structures [18,19]. However, the large in-built
electric field in combination with the small thickness of
these devices led to a large potential at the position of the
quantum dots shifting the Coulomb plateaus to large forward
bias voltages. This resulted in high tunneling currents at
the operating bias in p-i-n-membrane devices, a possible
explanation for the absence of spin pumping in embedded
quantum dots [18]. The quantum dot optical linewidths were
relatively high in these structures.
In order to avoid the problems associated with high
tunneling currents, we present here a quantum dot diode which
operates close to zero bias. The main idea is to incorporate an
n-layer within a p-i-n device, resulting in a p-i-n-i-n diode.
The intermediate n layer is fully ionized. Most of the in-built
field between the outer p- and n- gates drops between the top
p gate and the intermediate n layer. The electric field at the
location of the quantum dots is therefore much smaller than in a
p-i-n diode with equal dimensions. This allows single-electron
charging to occur close to zero bias. The p-i-n-i-n diode is
used in silicon transistor technology [20,21], albeit with lateral
rather than vertical control of the doping. It has also been
employed in self-assembled quantum dot devices [19,22] but
in these experiments narrow optical linewidths in combination
with good spin properties were not achieved.
We present here a careful design which fulfills a list
of criteria. The design rests on a full quantitative analysis
of the band bending. It is realized using state-of-the-art
GaAs heterostructures [11,23]. We present resonant laser
spectroscopy on single quantum dots in a 162.5-nm-thick
p-i-n-i-n diode with a quantum dot to surface distance
of just 88 nm. Deterministic charge control at low bias,
narrow optical linewidths, as well as optical spin pumping
are demonstrated for these close-to-surface quantum dots.
The developed heterostructure is ideal for electrical control
of quantum dots in nanostructured membranes for photonic
and phononic applications.
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II. p-i-n-i-n QUANTUM DOT HETEROSTRUCTURE

In the design of this structure we had to fulfill a number
of constraints. First, the quantum dots should operate in the
Coulomb blockade regime. This allows individual quantum
dots to be loaded deterministically with single electrons.
Within a Coulomb blockade plateau, the external bias allows
some fine tuning of the optical transition frequencies via
the dc Stark effect. Second, the dc current flowing through
the device should be as small as possible to avoid decoherence
processes. This can be guaranteed only if the charging voltage
is close to zero bias. Third, the optical linewidths on driving
the quantum dot resonantly should be small, close to the
transform limit. This places stringent conditions on the level
of charge noise that can be tolerated. Fourth, the membrane
should have as little optical absorption as possible. Fifth,
the membrane should be thinner than ∼250 nm to ensure
single-mode behavior in waveguide structures. In fact, the
fabrication of such nanostructures with a soft-mask technique
sets a slightly stronger constraint: 180 nm is the maximum
membrane thickness which can be processed with vertical
sidewalls [24]. Sixth, the quantum dots must be located close
to the center of the diode structure to maximize the coupling
to TE-like photonic modes [13]. The combination the fifth and
the sixth constraint means that the distance between quantum
dots and surface cannot be more than 90 nm. Seventh, the
spin relaxation time should be large so that the spin can
be initialized and manipulated. In a diode device at low
temperature, this means that the cotunneling rate between
a quantum dot electron spin and the Fermi sea should be
suppressed by using a relatively large tunnel barrier [25]. In
such a situation, the spin can be initialized into one of its
eigenstates by optical pumping [4,8,26,27].
Fulfilling these constraints is very challenging. It is clearly
necessary to work with epitaxial gates, n- and p-type regions in
the device, as a metallic Schottky barrier is highly absorbing.
A thin p-i-n diode is in principle a possibility. However, at
zero bias, there is a very large in-built electric field [Fig. 1(a)].
Furthermore, the quantum dots must be positioned at least
30–35 nm away from the n-type back contact in order to
suppress cotunneling sufficiently. The combination of both
constraints means that the quantum dot charges with a single
electron only at a large and positive bias, around ∼1 V. Current
flow through the device is inevitable under these conditions
and high currents are hard to avoid [18,28]. The quantum dots
could be located closer to the back gate while suppressing
cotunneling by using AlGaAs tunneling barriers. Highly
opaque AlGaAs tunneling barriers have been successfully used
[29–31]. More transparent AlGaAs tunneling barriers require
extremely precise control of thickness and Al content, hard to
achieve in practice.
An alternative to the p-i-n diode is a diode with an
additional n layer in the intrinsic region, a p-i-n-i-n device
[Fig. 1(b)]. The additional n layer lies in the depletion region
of the surrounding p-i-n diode. It is fully depleted such that
it becomes positively charged. At zero bias, the total potential
drop between p- and n- layers is the same as in the p-i-n diode,
but now there is a large drop between the top p contact and

FIG. 1. (a),(b) Schematic conduction band profile of a p-i-n and
p-i-n-i-n diode at zero bias voltage. In the p-i-n-i-n structure,
an intermediate, fully ionized n-type layer causes band bending,
reducing the potential difference between quantum dots and back
gate. In this way, the quantum dots can be charged at a bias voltage
close to zero. In contrast, a large positive voltage must be applied
to the p-i-n diode. (c) Heterostructure of the investigated samples.
Conduction- (cb) and valence- (vb) band edges are plotted in black
and the density of free carriers is plotted in green (dotted line for holes,
solid line for electrons). The dashed black line indicates the Fermi
level EF . The purple layer indicates the location of the quantum dots
at the center of the membrane. The quantum dots are not included
in the band-structure simulation. The diode structure is grown on
top of a 1371-nm-thick Al0.75 Ga0.25 As sacrificial layer enabling
selective underetching. The quantum dots are a distance of 35 nm
away from a back gate consisting of two n-type layers (light and
dark blue). The top gate consists of two p-type layers with different
doping concentrations (indicated in red). An additional n-type layer is
located between quantum dots and top gate. The full heterostructure
is constructed as follows: 12.5 nm intrinsic GaAs (layer 9), 15 nm
n-type GaAs with a doping concentration of nD+ = 8.0 × 1018 cm−3
(layer 8), 24.5 nm n-type GaAs with nD = 2.0 × 1018 cm−3 (layer
7), 35 nm intrinsic GaAs (layer 6), a layer of InGaAs quantum dots,
additional 25.5 nm intrinsic GaAs (layer 5), 12 nm n-type GaAs with
nd = 2.0 × 1018 cm−3 (layer 4), 20.5 nm intrinsic GaAs (layer 3),
15 nm p-type GaAs with nA = 2.0 × 1018 cm−3 (layer 2), 15 nm
p-type GaAs with nA+ = 1.0 × 1019 cm−3 (layer 1).
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the intermediate n layer, followed by a small drop between the intermediate n layer and the back contact. By
choosing the location and doping levels of the intermediate
n layer, the device can be designed so that the quantum dot
charging voltage lies close to zero volts.
The p-i-n-i-n design allows in principle all seven criteria
to be met. The design is compatible with a 35 nm i-GaAs
tunneling barrier which is known to result in clear Coulomb
blockade yet suppresses cotunneling sufficiently so that spin
initialization can be carried out with high fidelity with optical
pumping even in the Faraday geometry [26,27]. The device can
be operated close to zero bias, resulting in very small currents.
Absorption is minimized by using epitaxial gates instead of
metal Schottky gates. The intermediate n layer is fully ionized
and therefore should not result in any additional losses. The
entire heterostructure [see Fig. 1(c)] can be made as thin as
176 nm with the quantum dots located in the center.
In practice, the performance of a p-i-n-i-n device needs to
be tested experimentally. A particular challenge is to achieve
narrow optical linewidths for quantum dots just 80–90 nm
away from the free surface as it is a known source of charge
noise. By using careful design and state-of-the-art material,
we report here success in this endeavor.
III. p-i-n-i-n DESIGN

A p-i-n-i-n heterostructure is designed to fulfill the seven
criteria. Charges and electric fields are calculated by solving
the Poisson equation, either numerically (nextnano) or analytically within the depletion approximation (see Appendix A).
In the numerical simulation, the effect of surface depletion
due to surface Fermi pinning is taken into account by using a
Schottky barrier height of 1 eV at the surface of the structure.
The two approaches give results which are in good quantitative
agreement. The calculated band bending and exact layer
sequence are shown in Fig. 1(c).
The sample is grown by molecular-beam epitaxy. The diode
itself is grown on top of a 1371-nm-thick Al0.75 Ga0.25 As
sacrificial layer which enables fabrication of free standing
membranes via selective wet etching [24]. The first part of
the active layer is a 12.5-nm-thick layer of intrinsic GaAs
[no. 9 in Fig. 1(c)], followed by a back gate consisting of
two layers of n-type (silicon-doped) GaAs. The first layer (no.
8) is 15 nm thick and has a high doping concentration nD+ ;
the second layer (no. 7) is 24.4 nm thick with a lower doping
concentration nD [see Fig. 1(c) for precise values]. A tunnel
barrier (no. 6) of 35 nm intrinsic GaAs separates the back gate
from a layer of InGaAs quantum dots. Above the quantum dot
layer, a 25.5-nm-thick capping layer (no. 5) of intrinsic GaAs
is grown; subsequently, the intermediate n-type layer (no. 4)
with a doping density of nd and a thickness of 12 nm is grown.
Finally, there is a 20.5 nm layer (no. 3) of intrinsic GaAs and a
top gate consisting of two 15-nm-thick p-type (carbon-doped)
GaAs layers (nos. 1 and 2). The first p-type layer (no. 2) has
a lower doping concentration (nA ) than the second one (nA+ )
[see Fig. 1(c) for precise values]. The intention of the very
highly doped p-type layer on top of the device is to prevent
surface depletion of the top gate and to allow for fabrication
of high quality ohmic p contacts. Details on the fabrication of
electrically gated samples are given in Appendix F.

FIG. 2. (a) I V curve of two separate samples. Both I V curves
were measured at 4.2 K and show a typical diode behavior. (b) I V
curve in the voltage regime where excitons of single quantum dots
are measured. (c) Photoluminescence (PL) for weak nonresonant
excitation (830 nm) as a function of applied bias voltage for a quantum
dot in sample 1. The emission of neutral (X0 ) and the negatively
charged excitons (X1- , X2- , and X3- ) is observed. All excitons appear
at a low bias voltage where the tunneling current is only several tens of
nA. The dotted blue lines indicate the regimes in which the different
exciton states become energetically favorable. The dotted red lines
indicate the single-electron regime of the quantum dot as measured by
resonance fluorescence (RF). Owing to the weak excitation power in
PL, the single-electron regime observed in RF coincides with the PL
measurement. For high-power nonresonant excitation, the charging
steps in the PL can be shifted by optically created space charge.

IV. PHOTOLUMINESCENCE AND RESONANCE
FLUORESCENCE

The samples were measured in a helium bath cryostat at
4.2 K. Optical experiments were performed with a confocal
dark-field microscope with a spot size close to the diffraction
limit [32]. All measurements were carried out on two samples
processed from the same wafer, denoted as samples 1 and
2 in the following. Both samples fulfill all the requirements
that we defined at the outset: a diodelike I V characteristic
with low tunneling currents at small bias voltages, exciton
charging transitions at small bias voltages, narrow linewidths
in resonance fluorescence, and optical spin pumping.
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Plotted in Fig. 2(a) are the IV curves of the two samples,
both showing diodelike behavior with very low tunneling
currents for a large region around 0 V. This excellent electrical
behavior is a consequence of both the high material quality
of our wafers and the careful contacting of the p gate (see
Appendix F). First tests of devices with nanostructures do not
show an increased leakage current, but further investigations
are required to rule out etched sidewalls as a possible source
of increased leakage currents.
We characterize the charging behavior of a single quantum
dot by measuring its photoluminescence (PL) as a function
of an external bias voltage. Excitation is carried out with a
continuous-wave laser with a wavelength of 830 nm (wetting
layer excitation). The voltage applied between top and back
gates of the sample changes the energy difference between
the back gate Fermi level and the discrete energy levels of the
quantum dot. The PL shows clear Coulomb blockade with a
series of plateaus; see Fig. 2(c). We assign these plateaus to the
neutral exciton X0 and the charged excitons X1- , X2- , and X3- .
All charge plateaus appear in reverse bias, in a range between
−0.7 and −0.4 V. At these bias voltages, the tunneling current
through the sample is limited to only a few tens of nA for a
mesa size of ∼15 mm2 [see Fig. 2(b)], corresponding to a
current density of less than ∼3 nA/mm2 .
Our PL measurements can be interpreted in a majorityminority carrier picture: the optical excitation creates the
minority carrier, the hole; the back gate provides majority
carriers, electrons. For a 25 nm tunnel barrier (e.g., used in
Refs. [12,25,33,34]), electron tunneling is typically much
faster than recombination such that once a hole is captured,
fast tunneling enables the exciton with the smallest energy to
be formed before recombination occurs [10]. Abrupt changes
in the PL spectrum as a function of bias result. In this work,
the tunnel barrier is larger, 35 nm, and interpretation of the PL
spectrum is slightly more involved.
In the first region of Fig. 2(c), the ground state is an empty
quantum dot and the lowest energy excited state is X0 . When
a single hole is captured by the quantum dot, it becomes
energetically favorable for a single electron to tunnel into
the quantum dot, forming an exciton and via recombination
a photon at the X0 wavelength.
The first dashed line between regions 1 and 2 in Fig. 2(c)
marks the point at which the X1- and X0 energies cross, while
the empty quantum dot remains the ground state of the system.
In region 2, electrons begin to tunnel into the quantum dot once
it has captured a single hole and the X1- line appears. The fact
that the X0 remains bright at this point, although not as bright as
X1- , indicates that the electron tunneling time into the quantum
dot is comparable to the X0 radiative lifetime: recombination
can occur before tunneling has created the exciton with lowest
energy. We note that the tunneling rate is large enough that
no quenching of the resonance fluorescence of X1− due to
an Auger process (by which an electron-hole pair in the X1decays by ejecting the second electron out of the quantum dot)
is expected. The Auger process was demonstrated for thicker
tunnel barriers [31].
Initially it is perhaps surprising that the X0 brightness
increases in the regime where the quantum dot ground
state is the single-electron state [region 3 of Fig. 2(c)].
These measurements are carried out in the weak excitation

FIG. 3. (a) Resonance fluorescence of the singly charged exciton
X1− measured on the quantum dot shown in Fig. 2(b). The linewidth
obtained by fitting a Lorentzian profile (red line) to the data (black
circles) is 1.9 μeV FWHM. The count rate is 22.5% of the saturation
count rate. (b) Average linewidths across the singly charged exciton
plateau for five quantum dots in two separate samples. The linewidths
lie reproducibly in the range 2–3.5 μeV.

regime where hole capture is significantly slower than exciton
recombination. The single-electron ground state implies that
X0 recombination can take place as soon as a hole is captured.
We speculate that the presence of an electron in the quantum
dot increases the hole capture rate.
In the fourth region, the quantum dot is charged with two
electrons in its ground state. Thus, capture of a single hole
enables the X1- recombination. In this region the intensity
of X0 is small. X1- recombination leaves behind a single
electron. If a hole is captured before tunneling takes place,
X0 emission is possible. However, this is unlikely with weak
optical excitation (the case here) as electron tunneling is faster
than hole capture.
Finally, in regions 5 and 6 the energetically favorable
excitons are the X2- and X3- states. These states contain one
and two electrons in the quantum-dot p shell, respectively. The
tunneling barrier is more transparent for the p shell than for
the s shell on account of the higher p-shell energy leading to
faster tunneling times and therefore less overlap between the
plateaus measured in PL.
The PL experiment establishes that the transition between
the 0 and 1e ground states takes place at −0.6 V, not
exactly at the design value of zero. This can be explained
by a slight inaccuracy in the doping concentration of the
intermediate n-type layer (see Appendix B). However, the
flat I V characteristic in reversed bias implies that tunneling
currents are still very small at this voltage. The measured
I V characteristic is comparable to a p-i-n diode structure of
similar thickness [18], but in the latter case charging would
take place at large forward bias where tunneling currents are
much bigger.
We turn now to resonant excitation of single quantum
dots: this measures the exact optical linewidth. A resonance
fluorescence (RF) measurement of the quantum dot presented
in Fig. 2(b) is shown in Fig. 3(a). The resonant excitation
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is carried out with a coherent, continuous-wave laser and
the reflected laser light is suppressed with a cross-polarized
detection scheme [32]. We make use of the Stark shift to
sweep the quantum-dot transition through the resonance, using
the applied bias voltage, while the excitation laser is kept at a
constant wavelength. The measurement presented in Fig. 3(a)
is carried out with a low excitation power corresponding
to 22.5% of the saturation count rate. In the best case,
linewidths below 2 μeV (full width at half maximum, FWHM)
are measured on second time scales. This performance is
comparable to that of quantum dots in thick diode structures
located far from the GaAs-air interface [11,12]. Narrow
linewidths are reproducibly observed for different quantum
dots in both samples [Fig. 3(b)]. Quantum dot linewidths
are strongly influenced by charge noise. This measurement
demonstrates forcibly that the level of charge noise in the
close-to-surface, p-i-n-i-n device is similar to the ultralow
charge noise in the very best far-from-surface, p-i-n device.
Important for this low charge noise are screening of surface
states in a gated structure [12] as well as very low tunneling
currents at the operation point of the device.
V. ELECTRON-SPIN PUMPING

Next we investigate the spin properties of a quantum dot
by optical spin pumping experiments in a magnetic field in the
Faraday geometry. The laser wavelength is changed stepwise
to map the full Coulomb plateau. The background suppression
of the dark-field microscope has a chromatic dependence and
is therefore readjusted for each wavelength. In practice, this
is carried out by an automatic algorithm which minimizes the
intensity of the laser background by adjusting the polarization
optics [32]. For a fixed laser wavelength the bias voltage is
swept, sweeping the quantum dot transition with respect to the
laser. This gives a “horizontal” cut through the X1− exciton
response; see Fig. 4(a). This procedure is repeated for different
laser wavelengths giving a full map of the response over the
single-electron Coulomb plateau. The results for zero magnetic
field and a magnetic field of 0.5 T (Faraday geometry) are
shown in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), respectively. Both measurements
are done with the same excitation power. In Fig. 4(b) the
X1− plateau shows a clear Zeeman splitting. Furthermore, the
RF signal disappears in the middle of the plateau. This is
the signature of optical spin pumping [26,27,35]: the spin is
initialized in one of the spin eigenstates.
Spin pumping is interpreted in terms of the level scheme
shown in Fig. 4(d). There are two strong transitions, the
“vertical” transitions, and two weak transitions, the “diagonal”
transitions. In the Faraday geometry, spin pumping arises due
to the weakly allowed diagonal transitions in combination with
a long electron-spin-relaxation time. On driving the |↑ ↔|↑↓
, ⇑ transition, the electron is pumped into the |↓ state via
the weak diagonal transition |↑↓ , ⇑ ↔|↓ [green line in
Fig. 4(d)]. The laser is no longer scattered by the quantum dot
and the resonance fluorescence turns off. In the plateau center,
the signal is reduced by a factor of αr = 40.1 ± 1.6 for the
“red” transition, and by a factor of αb = 37.6 ± 1.2 for the
“blue” transition, in both cases taking the RF intensity at zero
magnetic field as reference. To quantify the spin
√ initialization
we estimate a spin initialization fidelity F = ↑| ρ |↑ for

FIG. 4. (a) Resonance fluorescence of the singly charged exciton
as a function of bias voltage and resonant laser wavelength. The
measurement is carried out at zero external magnetic field on a
quantum dot in sample 2. (b) RF of the same quantum dot at a
magnetic field of B = 0.5 T in the Faraday geometry. At the center
of the plateau, the RF signal disappears due to optical spin pumping.
(c) Resonant excitation is carried out with two lasers exciting the
same quantum dot. The wavelength of the first laser is changed
stepwise whereas the second laser is held at a constant wavelength
of 945.874 nm (indicated by the blue line). The signal reappears
when both vertical exciton transitions are excited simultaneously
confirming the presence of optical spin pumping (indicated by the
red line). When the second laser is in resonance with the diagonal
transition |↓ ↔|↑↓ , ⇑ (indicated by the green line), the RF signal
is also enhanced since the second laser pumps the quantum dot back
to its bright transition |↑ →|↑↓ , ⇑. However, this enhancement
is weaker, since the corresponding transition is dipole “forbidden”,
i.e., only weakly allowed. The observation of the diagonal transition
allows the Zeeman splittings, e and h for electron and hole,
respectively, to be determined. Note that in (a)–(c) all lasers are
kept at the same power. (d) Level scheme of the quantum dot in the
Faraday geometry.

√
pumping the red, and F = ↓| ρ |↓ for the blue transition.
The initialization fidelity
can be related to the resonance fluo
rescence via F = 1 − 1/αr/b (see Appendix D for details).
This way we estimate initialization fidelities of F = 98.7% for
both spins. A significant difference is not expected at 4.2 K
and small magnetic fields as the thermal energy is much larger
than the Zeeman splitting between the electron-spin states. At
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the edges of the one-electron Coulomb plateau, the RF signal
does not disappear. At the plateau edges, cotunneling with
the Fermi sea in the back gate randomizes the spin rapidly
and spin pumping becomes ineffective [25]. The observation
of optical spin pumping in the Faraday geometry confirms
that the spin-flip processes which couple the two electron-spin
states |↑, |↓ are significantly slower than the decay rate of
the weakly allowed diagonal transition [27].
To confirm that the observed disappearance of the signal
arises due to optical spin pumping, we repeat the experiment
with a second laser, a repump laser [26]. The second laser
has a fixed wavelength of 945.87 nm, the wavelength of the
vertical transition |↑ ↔|↑↓ , ⇑ [blue arrow in Fig. 4(d)].
These measurements are shown in Fig. 4(c). The laser powers
are kept constant throughout the entire scan. Two repump
resonances are observed [marked by red and green dashed
lines in Fig. 4(d)].
When the first laser, the “pump” laser, is in resonance
with the vertical transition |↓ ↔|↑↓ , ⇓, the electron spin
is shelved in the |↑ state and with this laser alone, the RF
disappears. However, in the presence of the repump laser, the
electron spin is driven back into the |↓ state and the RF
reappears: the electron spin ends up in a statistical mixture of
the two spin states. Similarly, the system ends up in a mixture
of the spin states when the pump laser is stepped into resonance
with the weakly allowed diagonal transition |↓ ↔|↑↓ , ⇑.
However, since the diagonal transition is only weakly allowed,
the RF is relatively weak in this case. These observations
explain the origin and intensity of the two repump resonances.
The fact that the diagonal transition |↓ →|↑↓ , ⇑ is
visible allows the energies of all three optical transitions to be
determined. The energies of the different exciton transitions
are denoted as E1 for the transition |↑ →|↑↓ , ⇑,
E0 for |↓ →|↑↓ , ⇓, and Ed for |↓ →|↑↓ , ⇑ [see
Fig. 4(d)]. The electron and hole Zemann splitting are
given by e = E1 − Ed and h = Ed − E0 . This allows
the magnitude of the electron and hole g-factors to be
determined via the relations e/h = ge/h μB B. Assuming that
the electron g-factor is negative, we find an electron g-factor
of ge = −0.55 and a hole g-factor of gh = 1.37, values
comparable to those in the literature [18,26,36].
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APPENDIX A: ANALYTICAL BAND-STRUCTURE MODEL

We present an analytic calculation of the band structure of
the p-i-n-i-n diode [21]. To this end, we divide the heterostructure in five different regions (Fig. 5). The first region (A) is the
depletion zone of the p-type top gate, of width wp and doping
concentration nA , part of layer number 2 in Fig. 1(c). The
second region (B) is the intrinsic GaAs layer between top gate
and an intermediate n layer [layer 3 in Fig. 1(c)]. Its width is
denoted by L1 . The third region (C) is the intermediate n layer
[layer 4 in Fig. 1(c)] with a width denoted by w and doping
concentration nd . The fourth region (D) is the subsequent
intrinsic region of width L2 which includes the quantum dot
layer [layer 5, 6 in Fig. 1(c)]. The final region (E) is the
depletion zone of the back gate [part of layer 7 in Fig. 1(c)]. It
has a width of wn and a doping concentration of nD .
e·n
We apply the Poisson equation  = − 
to all five re0
gions (e electron charge, 0 vacuum permittivity,  relative permittivity of GaAs, and n carrier density). Note that the potential
 is defined for a positive probe charge and has to be reversed
in sign to describe an electron in the conduction band. Together
with the constraints that the electric displacement field −0 ∂
∂z
must be continuous and vanishes at the outer edges of the
depletion zones, one obtains the following five equations for
the electric field in the different regions A–E of the structure:
A:
B:

VI. CONCLUSIONS

C:

In conclusion, we have designed a p-i-n-i-n diode structure
with a thickness of just 162.5 nm. The device enables single
electron charging of embedded self-assembled quantum dots at
low bias voltage and with small tunneling currents. The diode is
fully compatible with the fabrication of photonic and phononic
nanostructures in thin membranes. We demonstrate narrow
optical linewidths and optical spin pumping for the close-tosurface quantum dots in the p-i-n-i-n diode. These excellent
properties will underpin future exploitations of quantum dot
spins in functionalized nanostructures.

D:
E:

∂
e
=
nA (z + wp + L1 ),
∂z
0
e
∂
=
nA wp ,
∂z
0
e
∂
=
(nA wp − nd z),
∂z
0
e
∂
=
(nA wp − nd w),
∂z
0
∂
e
[nD (L2 + w − z) + nA wp − nd w].
=
∂z
0

(A1)
(A2)
(A3)
(A4)
(A5)

Integration of the electric field in all five regions of the diode
yields the potential drop V between top gate and back gate:
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0
0
V =
(V0 − Vbias )
e
e
nd
nA 2
w + nA wp L1 + nA wp w − w 2
=
2 p
2
nD 2
+ L2 (nA wp − nd w) −
w
2 n
+ wn (nA wp − nd w),
(A6)
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FIG. 5. Schematic p-i-n-i-n diode with labels used in the analytical calculation of the band structure. The letters (A–E) in the frames
correspond to the different regions considered in the band-structure
calculation; the colors indicate the corresponding layers of the diode
shown in Fig. 1(c).

where V0 is the in-built voltage of the diode and Vbias
is the externally applied bias voltage. For high doping
concentrations when top and back gate are degenerately
doped, the in-built voltage is given by eV0 = Egap + EFe + EFh
where Egap is the band gap of GaAs and EFe/h is the Fermi
level for electrons in the back gate and holes in the top gate,
2/3
respectively [EFe/h = h̄2 /2m*e/ h (3π 2 n) ]. The condition that
the entire device is charge neutral,
−nA wp + nd w + nD wn = 0,

(A7)

in combination with Eq. (A6), determines the widths of the
depletion zones wp and wn :


1
n2
a2 + a22 + 2a1 a3 , a1 = nA + A ,
wp =
a1
nD
nA nd
w,
a2 = −nA L2 − nA w − nA L1 +
nD
a3 = nd L2 w +
wn =

n2 w 2
0
nd w 2
+
V − d ,
2
e
2nD

1
(nA wp − nd w).
nD

(A8)

Using Eq. (A8) the potential as a function of vertical position
inside the heterostructure is obtained by integration over
Eqs. (A1)–(A5). In particular, the electric field at the position
of a quantum dot is given by Eq. (A4).
APPENDIX B: BIAS VOLTAGE OF COULOMB PLATEAUS

We present a possible explanation for the fact that the 0-1
electron transition takes place at a bias voltage of Vbias =
−0.6 V and not around zero bias as intended. Deviations of
heterostructure or quantum dot parameters can shift this transition voltage. The part of the heterostructure that influences the
0-1e transition voltage most strongly is the intermediate n-type
layer. A deviation in its thickness or its doping concentration
can change the electric field experienced by the quantum dot.
The layer thickness can be controlled rather precisely in MBE
growth and we thus simulate the 0-1e transition voltage as
a function of the doping concentration of the intermediate
n layer. The ratio between doping of the intermediate n layer
and doping of the back gate is kept constant for this estimation
since a systematically different n doping would affect both
layers. We use the analytical model and also numerical bandstructure simulations (nextnano). We take a single electron

FIG. 6. (a) Calculated shift of the 0-1 electron charging transition
as a function of the doping of the intermediate n-type layer nd . The
back gate doping is scaled correspondingly (nd = nD ). The black
curve shows the result of the analytical calculation (see Appendix A);
the green points represent the results of band-structure simulations
including surface depletion; the blue points represent the results of
band-structure simulations assuming ohmic contacts. (b) Shift of the
0-1 electron charging transition as a function of the single electron
confinement energy Ec .

confinement energy of the quantum dot of Ec = 134 meV
[37] and vary the doping concentration [Fig. 6(a)]. The 0-1
electron transition voltage obtained numerically assuming
ohmic boundary conditions agrees well with the analytical
model, but is systematically slightly larger. We explain this
by the fact that the numerical Poisson equation solver takes
into account a charge overspill of back gate electrons into
the intrinsic region [see Fig. 1(c)]. This effect lifts the
conduction-band energy slightly at the location of the QDs.
In contrast the analytical model assumes abrupt depletion
regions. A numerical simulation taking into account surface
depletion via Schottky barriers of 1 V gives comparable
results (see Fig. 6). Surface effects are not considered in
the analytical model. All this work predicts a 0-1e transition
voltage of about −0.1 V for the nominal doping concentration
nd = 2.0 × 1018 cm−3 .
Figure 6(b) shows the 0-1 electron transition voltage as
a function of the quantum dot single electron confinement
energy Ec keeping the doping at the nominal value of nd =
2.0 × 1018 cm−3 . The dashed black line indicates a single
electron confinement energy of Ec = 134 meV that has been
reported in the literature [37]. One can see that the shift of the
0-1e transition voltage to −0.6 V cannot be explained by any
realistic single electron confinement potential of the quantum
dot. This suggests that the most likely explanation for the shift
of the 0-1e transition to −0.6 V is a deviation of the n doping
from the nominal value. An increase by about 30% reproduces
the experimental result taking Ec = 134 meV [Fig. 6(a)]. A
reduced doping of the p-type top gate would also shift the
0-1e transition to more negative bias voltages. However, the
effect of an underdoped p layer is smaller and cannot explain
the shift to −0.6 V completely.
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FIG. 7. (a) Resonance fluorescence of a quantum dot in sample 2
(the one from Fig. 4). The linewidth obtained by a Lorentzian fit (red
curve) is 2.7 μeV for a power corresponding to 27% of the saturation
count rate. (b) Optical spin pumping on the singly charged exciton for
a quantum dot in sample 1 (the one from Fig. 3) at a magnetic field
of 0.5 T. The different peaks correspond to RF measurements for
different excitation wavelengths. The gray shaded region indicates
the regime where the spin pumping dominates over cotunneling
processes and the RF signal thus disappears. At the plateau edges,
the cotunneling dominates and resonance fluorescence reappears.
APPENDIX C: SUPPLEMENTARY EXPERIMENTAL DATA

In the main text, we presented narrow linewidths for a
quantum dot in sample 1 whereas optical spin pumping is
demonstrated for a quantum dot in sample 2. To illustrate that
our measurements are reproducible on different quantum dots,
we show in Fig. 7 a typical linewidth for the quantum dot
in sample 2, and demonstrate optical spin pumping for the
quantum dot in sample 1.
APPENDIX D: ANALYSIS OF SPIN PUMPING

Here we show how resonance fluorescence of the singly
charged exciton is used to obtain spin initialization fidelities.
In Sec. V, the initialization fidelity was connected to the ratio
αr/b between the RF intensity when no spin pumping is present
(at B = 0 T) and the RF intensity when spin pumping is active
(at B = 0.5 T).
We give a derivation of this relation in a rate-equation
picture. At zero magnetic field, both allowed transitions
|↓ ↔|↑↓ , ⇓ and |↑ ↔|↑↓ , ⇑ are degenerate [see
Fig. 4(d)]. In the steady state, the ratio between occupation
of upper and lower levels is given by
N3B=0
N B=0
= 4B=0 =
B=0
N2
N1

+ γ + γD

≡b

(D1)

with N3B=0 = N4B=0 the occupation of the excited states
and N2B=0 = N1B=0 the occupation of the ground states
[see Fig. 4(d) for labels].
denotes the stimulated emission/excitation rate, γ the spontaneous emission rate via the
dipole-allowed vertical transitions, and γD the spontaneous
emission rate via the diagonal transitions. The resonance

FIG. 8. Resonance fluorescence intensity along the single electron Coulomb plateau for the quantum dot shown in Fig. 4. The black
curve shows data at 0.0 T divided by a factor of 2 (to give a signal
per spin); the red triangles (blue circles) show the data at 0.5 T for
the lower (higher) frequency Zeeman transitions. To obtain the ratio
between the plateau intensities with and without spin pumping, the
corresponding signals are averaged in the plateau center (gray shaded
region). The orange curve is a fit of the data at B = 0.0 T to Eq. (E1).

fluorescence intensity RFB=0 is directly connected to the
occupation of the upper states: RFB=0 = c̃(N3B=0 + N4B=0 ).
The combination of Eq. (D1) and the normalization condition
4
B=0
= 1 yields the equation
i=1 Ni


RFB=0 = c̃ N3B=0 + N4B=0 =

c̃
.
1+b

(D2)

In finite magnetic field, the transitions |↓ ↔|↑↓ , ⇓ and
|↑ ↔|↑↓ , ⇑ are split in energy. We take the case when
the redshifted transition |↓ ↔|↑↓ , ⇓ is driven by a laser
field whereas the other one is not addressed. This means
B =0
that N4 = 0 and the resonance fluorescence is connected
B =0
to the occupation of just one upper level: RFB =0 = c̃N3 . In
B =0
B =0
the steady state, the ratio of N3 and N2 is also given by
B =0
B =0
the relation N3 /N2 = b; see Eq. (D1). In combination

B =0
with the normalization condition 3i=1 Ni
= 1 this leads to
B =0

RFB =0 = c̃N3

B =0

= c̃

1 − N1
1+b

.

(D3)

The combination of Eqs. (D2) and (D3) directly connects
B =0
of the ground state with the resonance
the occupation N1
fluorescence intensities:
B =0

N1

=1−

1
RFB=0
, with αr =
.
αr
RFB =0

(D4)

This equation shows how the initialization fidelity can be
deduced from the RF measurements.
The corresponding values of αr/b are determined in the
following way. For every bias voltage, the maximum RF signal
(Fig. 4) is determined. Results are plotted in Fig. 8 for the
two transitions at 0.5 T (Zeeman split) and for the single
transition at zero magnetic field. The signals are averaged over
a small region in the Coulomb plateau center to determine
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accurately the strength of the resonance fluorescence in the
regime where optical spin pumping dominates over spin
cotunneling. In this way, we determine the intensity ratio
αr/b between the signal at zero magnetic field and the signal
at B = 0.5 T.

APPENDIX E: LEVER ARM APPROXIMATION

On increasing the bias voltage from the center of the
Coulomb plateau, the X1− RF drops once it becomes electrically favorable for a second electron to tunnel into the
quantum dot. On the other hand, on decreasing the bias voltage
from the plateau center, the X1− RF drops once it becomes
energetically favorable for the electron to tunnel out of the
quantum dot. In both cases, the edges of the X1− plateau
are not abrupt since the electron occupation in the back gate
is determined by a thermally smeared Fermi distribution. At
its edges, the X1− RF signal maps the Fermi distribution of
the back gate and is well described by a two-sided Fermi
distribution:
IRF (V ) = I0

1 + exp

1
 e·(V −V1 )  ×
λdiff kB T

1 + exp

1
 e·(V2 −V )  , (E1)
λdiff kB T

where kB T is the thermal energy, V1 and V2 specify the bias
voltage at the plateau edges, and I0 is the intensity in the
plateau center. The variable λdiff , the differential lever arm,
∂QD −1
is defined by λdiff = e( ∂Vbias
) where QD is the energy
difference between back gate Fermi energy and the quantum
dot single electron level. Thus, λdiff parametrizes how the
potential of the quantum dot changes with bias voltage
Vbias .
We determined the differential lever arm as a function of the
bias voltage by using numerical band-structure simulations.
We find a value of λdiff = 4.17 at a bias voltage of −0.6 V.
A slightly increased n doping explaining the 0-1e transition
at this bias is taken into account (see Appendix B). In the
simulation, the lever arm is to a good approximation constant
over the single electron Coulomb plateau. We fit the model
described by Eq. (E1) using the position of the plateau
edges V1 and V2 and the plateau intensity I0 as the only fit
parameters. The temperature 4.2 K as well as the differential
lever arm are fixed parameters in the fit. The fit describes
the experimental data very well (Fig. 8). This is further
evidence that the electrical properties of our sample are well
understood.
As a final remark we note that often the lever arm is also
defined as λgeo = L/LQD (geometrical lever arm) and λel =

FIG. 9. Schematic of the sample. In order to make electrical
contacts, the top gate is removed in part of the sample by wet chemical
etching. An AuGe contact (yellow) is annealed into the back gate.
Both top and back gate are contacted with silver paint.

this is not the case for the heterostructure presented here as a
result of band bending in the p-i-n-i-n structure.
APPENDIX F: SAMPLE FABRICATION

QD
) (electrical lever arm). For diode structures with
e( V0 −V
bias
little band bending, the three parameters λdiff , λel , and λgeo
are to a good approximation equivalent [25,27,38]. Obviously,

To fabricate devices from the wafer material, first a
mesa structure is defined by means of optical lithography.
The top gate is etched away around this mesa so that an
independent contact to the back gate can be made. A wet
chemical process with a diluted mixture of sulfuric acid and
hydrogen peroxide (1 H2 SO4 : 1 H2 O2 : 50 H2 O) was used
for the etching. Subsequently, a contact pad of Au/Ge/Ni is
evaporated onto the new etched surface and then annealed
at 420 ◦ C resulting in an ohmic contact to the back gate
[39]. In the next step, we evaporate a pad of 3 nm titanium
followed by 7 nm of gold on a small part (∼1 mm2 ) of the
top gate using a shadow mask. Making electrical contacts via
standard bonding processes requires careful adjustment of the
bonding parameters to avoid any damage, especially on very
thin samples (see Fig. 9). On account of the small distance
between the top and the back gate in this device, standard
bonding processes were avoided as a precautionary measure.
Instead, the electrical contacts to the gates were made by
affixing the wires to the bond pads with silver paint, a method
with which we reproducibly achieved good contacts.
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